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Abstract—Unlike the hard sciences, the study of humanities has not adequately leveraged on technologies such as mobile learning and serious games. Hence, this paper introduces SingaRacer, a mobile learning game to study humanities, specifically, history and culture. The ways in which users might perceive its prospect both as a game as well as an educational application was examined. For this purpose, SingaRacer was evaluated through a user study comprising 52 participants. Their intention to use SingaRacer was generally promising. Implications of the findings are highlighted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a paradigm shift in the pedagogical model from passive to active learning. Instead of passively listening to lectures, active learning requires students to engage in meaningful learning activities. This in turn helps improve the effectiveness of their learning process [1].

One way to realize active learning is through the use of mobile devices, known also as mobile learning (m-learning) [2]. Lying at the intersection of mobile computing and e-learning, m-learning unites individualized learning with anytime and anywhere learning [3, 4]. Another way to introduce active learning entails the use of games. Such games with purposes that extend beyond entertainment are known as serious games [5]. In particular, applications that unite m-learning and serious games (henceforth, m-learning games) are increasingly considered appropriate to promote engagement and enjoyment in learning [6, 7].

Interestingly, most m-learning games focus on teaching and learning of the hard sciences [8, 9, 10]. However, their potential is yet to adequately spill over into the study of humanities, which mostly relies on traditional and didactic pedagogical models. In fact, the use of technology remains a backwater in most humanities departments across the globe [11]. The inherent aversion to technology could make tech-savvy individuals nonchalant toward learning humanities. Nonetheless, the use of technology coupled with game elements might help improve their learning experience.

Given the potential of m-learning games to enthuse tech-savvy individuals about the study of humanities, the objective of this paper is two-fold. First, it aims to introduce the conceptual prototype of SingaRacer, an m-learning game to study humanities. As a test case for investigation, SingaRacer specifically helps users learn the history and the culture of Singapore, a city-state in Southeast Asia. Second, this paper attempts to examine the ways in which users hailing from the IT background might perceive the prospect of SingaRacer as a game and as an educational application.

The paper is significant on two counts. First, it develops a theoretical framework that underpins the design of m-learning games to study humanities. Drawing from related studies [12, 13], the framework includes three principles: learning, motivation and usability. The prototype of SingaRacer is designed by adhering to these principles. Second, this paper explores the possibility of studying humanities—in particular, history and culture—through an m-learning game. A user study was conducted in which 52 participants had hands-on experience of using the SingaRacer prototype. Thereafter, a questionnaire seeking both quantitative and qualitative responses was administered to understand participants’ perceptions about the application. The findings offer useful insights for teachers as well as educational game designers.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews literature on the design of m-learning games. Section 3 gives the design overview of SingaRacer. Section 4 describes the methods for its evaluation, while Section 5 presents the results. Sections 6 and 7 offer a discussion and a conclusion respectively.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Mobile technologies, and in particular, mobile games are increasingly being used to support learning [10]. After all, they help users acquire knowledge by engaging in active learning through gameplay. However, designing m-learning games remains a challenge [14]. Most m-learning games tend to focus on the hard sciences [8, 9, 10] whereas those for the study of humanities are conspicuously rare. Designing an m-learning game such as SingaRacer was hence a daunting task.

For this reason, this paper draws from related studies in order to develop a theoretical framework underpinning the design of m-learning games for the study of humanities. Prior studies suggest that as learning continues to become more student-centered and ubiquitous [3], m-learning games need to support diverse avenues for knowledge acquisition [6]. Besides, they should be designed to incorporate features such as challenges and rewards to trigger motivation for gameplay [6, 12]. Additionally, m-learning games are required to be usable in order to obviate steep learning curves [13]. Therefore,
the framework developed in this paper specifically identifies three design principles: learning, motivation and usability.

A. Learning

The learning principle refers to the extent to which m-learning games could promote knowledge acquisition. For the purpose of this paper, three factors that could promote knowledge acquisition were identified. These include outdoor learning, learning by teaching, and discovery-based learning.

First, outdoor learning entails knowledge acquisition that is not limited by the boundaries of classrooms. It is desirable for m-learning games to integrate fieldwork into the virtual game environment in order to improve users’ learning experiences [15]. Especially for subjects such as history and culture, outdoor learning could help enliven the context [16].

Second, learning by teaching represents a pedagogical model with students becoming their own teachers [17]. It stems from the helper therapy principle—when an individual helps another, not only the helper but also the helper is benefited [18]. Hence, m-learning games might improve learning experiences by offering provisions for users to teach others.

Third, discovery-based learning encourages users to explore in order to acquire knowledge. Knowledge acquired through inquiry is retained longer compared with that gained from passive methods of reading or listening [19]. Discovery-based learners tend to be more independent and superior in problem-solving skills vis-à-vis passive learners. Therefore, m-learning games that facilitate discovery-based learning might be well received.

B. Motivation

The motivation principle refers to the extent to which m-learning games could entice users to get engaged in the game environment. For the purpose of this paper, three motivational factors that could promote game engagement were identified. These include flow, challenge and reward.

First, flow is a state whereby an individual gets highly absorbed and immersed in an activity [20]. To achieve the flow state, m-learning games need to strike a balance between skills and challenges [21]. Flow is known to be significantly related to users’ intentions to use e-learning applications [22].

Second, challenge is an essential element to motivate learning. Users should be exposed to progressive challenges so that they are continuously encouraged to expand their skills [23]. Besides self-challenges, m-learning games could also promote challenge-based learning through competitions among users [24]. Such a challenging environment not only promotes effective learning but also enhances users’ gratification [12].

Third, a reward system is essential to maintain users’ positive gaming experience. Regardless of platform or genre, most games require users to complete goals to earn rewards [25], which can come in several forms such as emotional, monetary, ranks or points. Provision of rewards could enhance users’ experiences with m-learning games.

C. Usability

The usability principle refers to the extent to which m-learning games could be widely used by users without having to undertake too steep learning curve. For the purpose of this paper, three factors that could render m-learning games usable were identified. These include perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and perceived enjoyment.

First, perceived ease of use refers to the degree to which users believe that a given system is user-friendly, and is usable with minimal effort [26]. In the present context, it is a measure of the extent to which users of m-learning games believe that the applications could be used with reasonable efforts. When users need not invest too much effort in using an m-learning game, they are likely to use it [14].

Second, perceived usefulness refers to the degree to which users believe that using a given m-learning game would improve their learning experience [13]. Prior research suggests that perceived usefulness of information systems promote trust [27], which in turn is positively correlated to usage intentions [28]. Thus, when m-learning games are perceived to be useful, steepness of the learning curve might not appear too daunting.

Third, perceived enjoyment is the degree to which users believe that a given m-learning game offers adequate fun and enjoyment [26]. It often contributes to users’ positive attitude toward a target system [29]. Perceived enjoyment is in fact a crucial antecedent to adoption of new applications [30]. The developed theoretical framework is summarized in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principles</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Outdoor learning</td>
<td>Knowledge acquisition beyond classrooms [15, 16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning by teaching</td>
<td>Students become their own teachers [17, 18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discovery-based learning</td>
<td>Learning through exploration and inquiry [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>Individuals are immersed in the learning process [20, 21, 22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenge</td>
<td>Learning through self-challenges and competition with others [23, 24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Rewards are essential to maintain positive gaming experience [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>Users’ belief that a given application is user-friendly [14], [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>Users’ belief that a given application improves learning experience [27, 28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived enjoyment</td>
<td>Users’ belief that a given application offers fun and enjoyment [29, 30]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. DESIGN OVERVIEW OF SINGARACER

SingaRacer is an m-learning game prototype that allows users to learn about the history and the culture of Singapore. The name entails two parts: “Singa” that stems from Singapore, and “Racer” that denotes its racing genre. It was developed on an Apple iPad.

SingaRacer requires users to role-play as virtual travellers racing around Singapore by time as well as space to various cultural and historical attractions. Users progress through three stages: Backpacker, Traveller and SingaRacer. In each stage,
users compete among themselves to earn SingaCoins, and rise up the leaderboards. As hinted by the racing genre, the smaller the time taken to complete a task, the higher the rewards.

Backpacker is the first stage in which users commence their race (Fig. 1). Locations, maps and directions are provided to backpackers to help them navigate. Historical and cultural information about the places of attractions is also provided. When users reach a designated spot on the virtual map, they are required to check-in. Before check-out, users are required to answer quizzes so as to earn SingaCoins.

On gaining sufficient SingaCoins, backpackers are promoted to the rank of travellers. In the Traveller stage, users encounter periodic challenges in the form of quizzes about places they had already visited in the game. Users are required to enter the correct answers within a given time frame (Fig. 2).

SingaRacer is the third stage that is unlocked once users have earned enough SingaCoins. Besides exploration of the history and culture of Singapore, SingaRacers are allowed to submit challenges for others (Fig. 3). They can also share information on Singapore’s history and culture. Information approved by administrators are made available for other users.

IV. METHODS TO EVALUATE SINGARACER

A user study was conducted to examine the prospect of SingaRacer as a game as well as an educational application. A total of 52 participants (20 females, 32 males) in the age group between 21 and 40 years took part in the evaluation. They were graduate students in a large public university in Singapore. All participants were proficient in using smartphones, and played online games regularly. They mostly hailed from the IT background. This was necessary to examine the prospect of SingaRacer among individuals, who might not be inherently enthusiastic about the study of humanities.

The evaluation was conducted in three stages. In the first stage, the prototype of SingaRacer was introduced to the participants. To help them get acquainted with the application, the usage scenarios of the application were demonstrated using a pre-compiled deck of slides. In the second stage, participants were requested to play each of the three stages of SingaRacer for a minimum of 10 minutes. They had to virtually check-in to...
at least three different places of cultural and historical significance (the GPS feature was not functional in the prototype). In the third stage, a questionnaire seeking both quantitative and qualitative responses was administered.

The questionnaire included three segments. The first contained questions on demographics such as age group and gender. The second contained 13 items seeking quantitative responses on a 5-point scale (1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree). In particular, items 1 to 3 measured the extent to which SingaRacer promoted learning (sample item: ‘Playing SingaRacer allows me to learn history/culture.’), items 4 to 7 measured the extent to which it enhanced motivation (sample item: ‘The different stages in SingaRacer arouse my interest to continue playing.’), items 8 to 10 measured the extent to which it was usable (sample item: ‘I find SingaRacer easy to use.’), and items 11 to 13 measured participants’ intention to use SingaRacer (sample item: ‘I intend to use SingaRacer in future.’). The individual items were aggregated to create the composite indices for learning (3 items), motivation (4 items), usability (3 items), and intention to use (3 items). The third segment of the questionnaire complemented the numerical responses with open-ended comments. In particular, participants were asked to comment on the features of SingaRacer that they liked and disliked. Feedback for further improvement was also solicited.

For data analysis, multiple linear regression was used to investigate the extent to which learning, motivation and usability (the three independent variables) of SingaRacer were related to participants’ intention to use the application (the dependent variable). Besides, participants’ responses to the open-ended questions were inspected by two coders to identify the underlying themes.

V. EVALUATION RESULTS FOR SINGARACER

Table II summarizes the results for the quantitative data analysis. All the three independent variables, namely, learning, motivation and usability, as well as the dependent variable of intention to use met the condition for internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha > 0.7). The regression analysis revealed that motivation ($\beta = 0.57, p < 0.001$) and usability ($\beta = 0.28, p < 0.05$) of SingaRacer were positively related to participants’ intention to use the application. However, no significant relationship was detected for learning ($\beta = 0.08, p > 0.05$). Overall, the model was statistically significant, and accounted for about 69% variability in the dependent variable ($F = 34.90, p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.69$, Adjusted $R^2 = 0.67$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Regression Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning (3 items)</td>
<td>12.52 ± 1.36</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.08 ($p &gt; 0.05$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation (4 items)</td>
<td>16.09 ± 2.30</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.57 ($p &lt; 0.001$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability (3 items)</td>
<td>12.52 ± 1.29</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.28 ($p &lt; 0.05$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use (3 items)</td>
<td>11.63 ± 1.70</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on responses to the open-ended questions, most participants seemed to like SingaRacer as an m-learning game to aid the study of Singapore’s history and culture. For instance, participant 10 found it useful “to learn cultural and history elements of Singapore.” Concurring participant 15, “SingaRacer allows to understand Singapore history in an interesting way.” Numerous participants appreciated the ways in which SingaRacer motivated users through rewards. In particular, participant 6 stated, “I like the point system. Gives me motivation to go on and win.” The usability of SingaRacer was generally viewed favorably. Several participants commented that the application was “easy to use,” “simple” and “handy.”

In terms of dislikes, some participants did not like the historical and the cultural information. For instance, participant 3 stated, “History things not my interest.” Likewise, participant 8 indicated, “The topic may not be of much interest to adults.” Although most participants appreciated the challenges, participant 17 commented, “Some challenge questions may be too difficult.” A few participants criticized the unattractiveness of the game environment. For example, participant 15 indicated, “Background too plain,” while participant 20 compiled, “Interface not attractive enough.”

There were two key feedbacks to improve SingaRacer. The first calls for personalization. For example, participant 34 suggested, “Allow scope to personalize for different skill levels such as kids, novices, experts.” The second calls for use of multimedia content. For example, participant 42 suggested, “Have more images, animation, audio and video to make it more attractive.”

VI. DISCUSSION

Two main findings are gleaned from this paper. First, the intention to use SingaRacer was generally promising. This suggests that m-learning games could be a viable option to promote the study of humanities. In particular, participant 27 stated, “Very innovative app – can come handy for tourists.” In fact, participant 13 went to the extent of suggesting, “approach Singapore tourism board for funding.” As suggested in prior studies [20, 22, 25], the design principle of motivation was positively related to users’ intention to use SingaRacer. For example, participant 29 stated, “The ability to learn history and culture through a mobile device is convenient, motivating...” Thus, m-learning games should incorporate features of flow, challenge and reward to motivate users to play. Furthermore, consistent with prior studies [13, 27, 29], the design principle of usability was positively related to users’ intention to use SingaRacer. For example, participant 10 indicated, “Information is simple and easy to read, fun way to learn” while participant 42 described the interface as “clear simple and neat.” Hence, m-learning games should promote ease of use, usefulness and enjoyment in order to attract substantial user base.

Second, even with the use of m-learning games, creating interest in the study of history and culture remains a challenge. Although learning principles of outdoor learning [15], learning by teaching [17], and discovery-based learning [19] were incorporated in SingaRacer, the positive relationship between
learning and intention to use remained statistically non-significant. It is known that the study of history and culture might not be interesting and engaging, in particular to individuals with the IT background [16]. To instill interest, m-learning games such as SingaRacer might certainly help provided they conform to the design principles of motivation and usability. However, the very nature of history and culture studies might still somewhat serve as a bottleneck to users’ intention to adopt such applications. Hence, it is no wonder participant 8 indicated, “The topic may not be of much interest...” Such a sentiment was echoed by participant 17, “Some challenge questions may be too difficult. The difficulty of question should be well-balanced so that not to lose interest in users.” These participants seem wary of studying humanities-related topics regardless of the pedagogical approach. Nonetheless, future studies could examine the extent to which factors such as learning propensity as well as prior knowledge (with history and culture) might moderate the relationship between learning and intention to use applications such as SingaRacer.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced SingaRacer, an m-learning game to aid the study of Singapore’s history and culture. Its prospect as a game as well as an educational application was evaluated through a user study. Intention to use SingaRacer was generally promising. However, even with the use of m-learning games, creating interest in humanities among individuals with the IT background seems to remain a challenge.

Nonetheless, this paper dovetails the call for multidisciplinary learning so that individuals with the IT background could be exposed to humanities, and those hailing from the humanities background could be exposed to technology. The findings suggest that game designers and educators should incorporate features of learning, motivation and usability to promote users’ intention to use educational applications. For the study of history and culture, tourism departments might explore the possibility of using m-learning games. After all, tourists might find historical and cultural information of their forthcoming tour destination interesting. Hence, they might view such applications favorably. Besides, in the context of Singapore, given the government’s emphasis on the use of information and communication technologies in pedagogy [31], it might be worthwhile to explore whether applications such as SingaRacer could stimulate the study of history, culture and other humanities-related topics among students.

It should be pointed that this paper has two limitations. First, participants used only a prototype of SingaRacer because a fully functional version was unavailable. This might have limited their evaluation of the application. Second, the number of participants was only 52. Moreover, they were all based in Singapore. Hence, as a future study, the authors wish to evaluate SingaRacer through a larger and a more diverse set of cohorts, who might not have much prior idea about Singapore’s history and culture.

This paper offers a few directions for future research. Given the non-significant relationship between learning and usage intention of SingaRacer, additional pedagogy-related research is needed to identify factors that could make the study of humanities more compelling. This paper also calls for scholars to identify even more principles—besides learning, motivation and usability—for the effective design of m-learning games. The hope is that when m-learning games such as SingaRacer incorporate a comprehensive set of design principles, the overall positive gaming experience might stand a chance to substantially outweigh the inherent challenges posed by the study of humanities.
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